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Baryon number is an accidental symmetry in the standard model, while Peccei-Quinn symmetry is
hypothetical symmetry which is introduced to solve the strong CP problem. We study the possible
connections between Peccei-Quinn symmetry and baryon number symmetry. In this framework, an axion is
identified as the Nambu-Goldstone boson of baryon number violation. As a result, characteristic baryon
number violating processes are predicted. We developed the general method to determine the baryon
number and lepton number of new scalar in the axion model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last undetermined parameter of the standard model
for particle physics (SM) is the QCD θ parameter. The θ
parameter is constrained to be extremely small by the
search for the neutron electric dipole moment [1], which
imply the CP symmetry in the strong interaction. However,
the CP symmetry is broken in the electroweak sector of the
SM by the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism. It is natural to
expect the CP violation in the strong interaction against
nonobservation of the strong CP phase θ. This unnatural-
ness is called the strong CP problem [2].
The strong CP problem may be solved by the hypo-

thetical Peccei-Quinn symmetry (PQ symmetry)[3], where
the enhanced global symmetry leaves an axion as Nambu-
Goldstone boson after the symmetry breaking. Thanks to
the shift symmetry of the axion, the QCD θ parameter
becomes unphysical. When the axion develops a vacuum
expectation value (VEV), the vanishing θ parameter is
realized as a physical quantity. Thus, the strong CP
problem is solved dynamically. The minimal extension
of the SM to realize the PQmechanism is known to be ruled
out, where the second Higgs doublet is introduced with a
global symmetry [4]. There are two major axion models.
One is so-called KSVZ axion [5], where the PQ mechanism
is realized outside the SM sector. An SM singlet complex
scalar is coupled to the postulated heavy colored fermions.
The other is DFSZ axion model [6], where an SM singlet

complex scalar is added to the original axion model [4].
Assuming the large VEV of the singlet scalar, these axion
models become invisible against experimental searches.
Invisible axion models are often combined with the

global symmetries, which are motivated by the other
problem in the SM. Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism is a
familiar mechanism of the origin of fermion mass hier-
archy, where a flavor symmetry is assumed. If the flavor
symmetry and the PQ symmetry are broken by the common
VEV, then these two independently inspired scenarios have
the common physics scale and the characterized predictions
[7,8]. For another example of such model, the type-I seesaw
mechanism is known to generate the lepton number
violating Majorana neutrino masses. If the lepton number
symmetry is identified with PQ symmetry, a pseudo
Nambu-Goldstone boson called Majoron [9] plays a role
of axion [10,11].
The search for theviolation of conservation law is believed

to be a useful probe to access the physics far beyond the TeV
scale. Although LHC has been reported null evidences of
new physics below TeV scale, indirect searches using flavor/
number as well as CP violation have been explored the high
energy scale much higher than the TeV scale through the
virtual mediator effects. Nonobservation of the nucleon
decay search has been provided one of the most stringent
bound on such process [12]. The searches of the lepton
number violating neutrinoless double beta decay and the
lepton flavor violating processes have also been known to be
very sensitive probes of new physics.
In the classical level of the SM, the baryon numberB and

lepton number L are accidentally conserved. However, in
the SM effective field theory, these symmetries are, in
general, violated by the higher dimensional operators. For
instance, the L violating operator LLHH is allowed at
dimension-five, while BþL violating operators are
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allowed at dimension-six [13,14]. Depending on the
operator dimensions, characteristic number violating proc-
esses are predicted [13–15]. If these number violation is
identified as PQ symmetry breaking, the PQ mechanism
may also be explored by the powerful number violation
searches.
In this paper, we propose new axion models based on the

lepton and/or baryon number conservation. These number
symmetries are identified as the PQ symmetry. The strong
CP problem is solved by ordinary PQ mechanism, while
the characteristic number violation is predicted. The
method to identify the lepton number symmetry by the
PQ symmetry is developed in Majoraxion models, where
the lepton number symmetry and PQ symmetry is identi-
fied. We then generalized the method with the baryon
number symmetry. As typical examples, we construct axion
models which predict nucleon decays, n-n̄ oscillation, and
dinucleon decays.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the

Majoraxion models are reviewed and formulated by the
model independent framework. A method to identify
the number symmetry by PQ symmetry is developed. In
Sec. III, axion models based on the baryon (and lepton)
number violations are proposed with typical baryon number
violating experimental signatures. Conclusion and discus-
sion are given in Sec. IV.

II. ANATOMY OF MAJORAXION MODELS

In this section, we review on known Majoraxion models,
and then the idea is reformulated in the model independent
framework using the higher order operators.
The idea of the Majoraxion is to unify the axion and the

Majoron, where the former is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone
boson (pNGB) induced by the PQ symmetry breaking
while the latter is one from the breaking of the lepton
number symmetry. The first model [10] of this category is
based on the connection between the type-I seesaw model
and the KSVZ axion model. In the type-I seesaw model
[16], the SM singlet right-handed neutrinos NR are
postulated to generate the observed neutrino mass and
mixing. In this model, the lepton number conservation
is broken explicitly by Majorana mass for right-handed
neutrinos. The lepton number symmetry can be restored
by introducing the SM singlet complex scalar S as

LN ¼ ð−yNL̄ H̃ NR þ H:c:Þ − 1

2
hNS�N̄C

RNR; ð1Þ

where L and H are the lepton and Higgs doublet in the
SM, respectively. We also note H̃ ¼ iτ2H� and ψC ¼ Cψ̄ t.
Through Yukawa interaction with lepton numberless
coupling constant, the lepton numbers L of NR and S
are uniquely determined, i.e., LðNRÞ ¼ þ1 and
LðSÞ ¼ þ2. In Shin’s model [10], the common complex

scalar S is used to break the PQ symmetry of KSVZ axion
model,1

LΨ ¼ −yΨS�Ψ̄LΨR þ H:c: ð2Þ
where ΨL and ΨR are so-called KSVZ quarks. It is now
clear that since LðΨ̄LΨRÞ ≠ 0, the lepton number sym-
metry plays a role of PQ symmetry in this setup. Thus, the
Majoron is identified as the axion. As the simplest choice,
ΨL and ΨR are assumed to transform as a fundamental
representation of QCD and have single flavor in order to
easily avoid the domain wall problem [19]. If we write the
KSVZ Yukawa interaction with S as

L0
Ψ ¼ −yΨSΨ̄LΨR þ H:c: ð3Þ

a different lepton numbers assignment is possible.
Let us reformulate the idea of Majoraxion in a model

independentway.At renormalizable level, the (global) lepton
number symmetry is an accidental symmetry of the SM. On
the other hand, the lepton number is in general broken by
higher dimensional operators constructed by the SM fields.
The most popular lepton number violating operator is so-
called Weinberg operator with mass dimension five [13],

Ô5 ¼ LLHH: ð4Þ

This operator breaks lepton number by two units, ΔL ¼ 2.
What was done in the Majoraxion model is to restore the
lepton number symmetry by introducing the complex scalar
S, i.e.,

O6 ¼ S�Ô5 ¼ S�LLHH; ð5Þ
where the lepton number ofS is fixed to beLðSÞ ¼ þ2.Now,
S has a well-defined lepton number by Eq. (5), which is
transmitted to ΨL and/or ΨR through the KSVZ Yukawa
interaction in Eq. (3). This prescription is further developed
with the baryon number symmetry in the next section.When
S acquires the VEV with this lepton number conserving
operator, theMajoron appears as an axion. If we begin with a
seesaw model which has lepton number violating dimen-
sionful parameter, the Majoraxion model is derived by
replacing this operator with the complex scalar S. That
was done in the above example.
This prescription is applied for the type-II seesaw model

[20], where a complex triplet scalar Δ with Y ¼ 1 is
introduced.2 In the type-II seesaw model, a dimensionful

1The model can also be combined with DFSZ axion model
[17,18]. As discussed in Ref. [18], Uð1ÞPQ is entangled with
Uð1ÞB, Uð1ÞL and Uð1ÞY in the DFSZ model due to the
ambiguity of PQ charges of SM fermions. On the other hand,
PQ symmetry is broken only by SM singlet scalar in the KSVZ
model resulting no entanglement. Thus, PQ symmetry can be
identified as a part of Uð1ÞB ×Uð1ÞL symmetry.

2Our hypercharge convention is QEM ¼ T3 þ Y, where the
electric charge QEM and the third component of weak isospin T3.
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parameter with lepton number violation is μ in the
scalar potential, V ∼ μH�ΔH�, where the lepton number
of Δ is rigorously fixed by the Yukawa interaction yΔLΔL.
Therefore, by promoting μ as S we obtain the Majoraxion
extension of the type-II seesaw model [21]. The
Majoraxion extension [22] of type-III seesaw model [23]
is nothing different from the type-I seesaw model, where
the right-handed neutrino is simply replaced by the triplet
fermion ΣR with Y ¼ 0. In Fig. 1, the diagrams for O6 are
given in type-I (left) and in type-II (right) Majoraxion
models. The case for type-III seesaw extension is also
shown in the left panel. If we truncate the external S line in
these diagram, we obtain the diagrams for the neutrino
mass generation of lepton number violating dimension five
operator Ô5 in ordinary seesaw mechanism.
The higher dimensional operator O6 is not necessarily

decomposed by tree diagrams. The above mentioned type-I
-II -III seesaw models are based on the tree level decom-
position [24] of the prototype operator of Ô5. The loop
level classification of Ô5 is called radiative seesaw model,
where neutrino masses are generated by quantum correc-
tions. The variants of radiative seesaw model have been
studied very extensively (For a comprehensive review of
radiative seesaw models, see [25]). There must be a loop
level ultraviolet (UV) completion of O6, that is radiative
Majoraxion model [26,27]. The extension of these radiative
seesaw model to the Majoraxion model is straightforward.
In Fig. 2, the diagrams for the radiative Majoraxion
extensions of Zee model (left), Zee-Babu model (center)
and scotogenic model (right). In ordinary Zee model [28], a

pair of singly charged scalar k� and an extra Higgs doublet
H0 are introduced in order to form the lepton number
violating connection μZkþH�H0� with dimensionful cou-
pling μZ. The substitution of μZ by S again identifies the
lepton number symmetry as PQ symmetry [29]. In ordinary
Zee-Babu model [30], a pair of doubly charged scalar k��
is added instead H0, then the lepton number violating
dimensionful coupling μZB is allowed as μZBkþkþk−−. By
substituting μZ by S, a Majoraxion extension of Zee-Babu
model is realized [21]. In the scotogenic model [31], right-
handed neutrinos and the so-called inert doublet are
assumed to be odd under the ad hoc Z2 symmetry in order
to make the dark matter stable. In the Majoraxion extension
of the scotogenic model, the dimensionful parameter is
provided by the Majorana mass of right-handed neutrinos
as in type-I seesaw model. The stability of the dark matter is
automatically guaranteed by the residual Z2 symmetry
(lepton parity [32,33], which is lead by the breakdown
of the global lepton number symmetry a la Krauss-Wilczek
mechanism [34].

III. B AND L VIOLATION AS PQ MECHANISM

In this section, we focus on the lepton number and
baryon number violating operators with mass dimensions
more than d ¼ 5. At d ¼ 6, B −L conserving operators of
qqql are allowed, where q and l are general quark and
lepton fields. The d ¼ 7 operators of qqql̄φ hold BþL
but violate B −L, where φ denotes a SM boson field or
space-time derivative. In this paper, we assume φ to be the
Higgs field H or its charge conjugation. For the charac-
terization of d > 7 baryon/lepton number violating oper-
ators, see for example [15].

A. Axion models based on ΔðB+LÞ= 2 symmetry
breaking

The d ¼ 6 operators of qqql type break both the baryon
number and lepton number by one unit as ΔB ¼ ΔL ¼ 1.
These are given by

Ô6 ¼ fuRuRdReR; uRdRQL; uRQQeR;QQQLg; ð6Þ

FIG. 1. Diagrams for tree-level Majoraxion models.

FIG. 2. Diagrams for loop-level Majoraxion models.
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where SM right-handed quark singlets uR, dR and left-
handed quark doublet Q, respectively. All these operators
hold globalB −L symmetry, while theBþL symmetry is
explicitly broken. According to the prescription discussed
in the previous section, BþL symmetry may be restored
by introducing a complex scalar S as

O7 ¼ S�Ô6: ð7Þ

Note that the baryon and lepton numbers of S are
determined as BðSÞ ¼ LðSÞ ¼ þ1 through this operator.
In general, the BþL conserving operator may be higher
order as O8 ¼ ðS�Þ2Ô6; � � �, instead. If we commonly use
S� or S for the KSVZ Yukawa interaction as in Eq. (2) or
Eq. (3), pNGB caused by BþL symmetry breaking is
identified as an axion. At this point, how can we assign B
and L for ΨL and ΨR?
The B and L charges for ΨL and ΨR can be determined

by introducing the one of the following mass mixing
operators,

O0
mix ¼ fQ̄ H̃ΨU

R ; Ψ̄U
LuR; Q̄HΨD

R ; Ψ̄D
LdRg: ð8Þ

The hypercharges ofΨq
L andΨq

R are chosen to beþ2=3 (for
q ¼ U) or −1=3 (for q ¼ D). These operators are obtained
by replacing a SM quark singlet qRð¼ uR; dRÞ by Ψq

R or
Q̄ H̃ðQ̄HÞ by Ψ̄U

L ðΨ̄D
L Þ in the quark Yukawa interactions,

i.e., yUQ̄ H̃ uR and yDQ̄HdR. This is usually done in the
KSVZ model in order to allow the decay of KSVZ quark
into the SM particles. Through these connections, we find
BðΨq

LÞ ¼ BðΨq
RÞ ¼ þ1=3 and LðΨq

LÞ ¼ LðΨq
RÞ ¼ 0. This

is not the case for our purpose. In order to identify the
pNGB as an axion,ΨL andΨR must have differentB andL
charges. Therefore, we determine B and L only for

Ψq
LðΨq

RÞ by this procedure, and the other link for
Ψq

RðΨq
LÞ is taken from the KSVZ Yukawa interactions

through Eq. (7). As a concrete example, we assume the
operators of Ψ̄D

LdR and S�QQQL in our effective
Lagrangian. At this point, B and L for ΨD

L and S are
uniquely fixed, while that for ΨD

R is ambiguous. Once the
KSVZ Yukawa interaction SΨ̄D

LΨD
R is turned on, B and L

for ΨD
R are uniquely determined.

The BþL conserving operator O7 can be systemati-
cally constructed from the following B and L conserving
operators,

O0
6 ¼ fΨU

RuRdReR; uRuRΨD
ReR;

ΨU
RdRQL; uRΨD

RQL;ΨU
RQQeRg; ð9Þ

where one of a SM quark singlet qR is substituted by Ψq
R in

Ô6. Similarly to the method developed with O0
mix, O0

6

determines the baryon (lepton) number of KSVZ quarks as
BðΨq

RÞ ¼ −2=3 andLðΨq
RÞ ¼ −1. If we takeΨq

L fromO0
mix

and Ψq
R from O0

6, the KSVZ Yukawa interaction in Eq. (3)
induces O7. The higher order operator O8 can also be
derived by considering the operator O00

6 ¼ dRΨU
RΨU

ReR,
where BðΨU

R Þ ¼ −1=6 and LðΨU
R Þ ¼ −1=2 correspond

to BðSÞ ¼ LðSÞ ¼ þ1=2.
Let us show a UV complete example by introducing a

singlet scalar ξ with Y ¼ −1=3. The leptoquark ξ trans-
forms as a fundamental representation of QCD, and the
baryon and lepton numbers are assigned to BðξÞ ¼ −1=3
and LðξÞ ¼ þ1. The baryon and lepton number conserva-
tion are assumed as PQ symmetry. Then, the dimension-six
interaction of ΨU

RdRQL is decomposed to the renormaliz-
able interactions. The relevant Lagrangian is given by

L ¼ −yΨS ¯ΨUa
L ΨUa

R − μiU
¯ΨUa
L uaiR − yiΨDϵabcξ

aðΨUb
R ÞCdciR

− ½þyijQLðQa
i ÞCðiσ2ÞLj þ yijUEðuaiRÞCeRj�ðξaÞ� þ H:c: ð10Þ

We here show the color indices (a, b, c ¼ 1, 2, 3) and the flavor indices ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ explicitly, and ϵabc is the Levi-Civita
tensor. The Lagrangian is assumed to hold global BþL symmetry as PQ symmetry. The operators of QQξ and uRdRξ,
which lead dangerous dimension-six nucleon decays, are forbidden by BþL symmetry unlike ordinary leptoquark
models. Note that ξ has definite B and L by construction, no diquark interaction is allowed. On the other hand, the model
predicts nucleon decays via O7. The corresponding Feynman diagram is depicted in the left of Fig. 3. The low energy
effective Lagrangian for the nucleon decay is derived as

LΔðBþLÞ¼2
eff ¼ ϵabcðuaiRÞCdbjR½þCijkl

UDQLððuckLÞCelL − ðddkLÞCνlLÞ þ Cijkl
UDUEðuckRÞCelR� þ H:c: ð11Þ

Here and hereafter, we omit the flavor indices. The Wilson coefficients are given by

Cijkl
UDQL ¼ −

μiUy
j
ΨDy

kl
QL

MΨM2
ξ

; Cijkl
UDUE ¼ −

μiUy
j
ΨDy

kl
ue

MΨM2
ξ

: ð12Þ
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where mass of leptoquark is Mξ, and that of KSVZ quark is MΨ ¼ yΨhSi.3 Using these effective interactions, the proton
decay rates are

Γp→π0eþi
¼ mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
π

m2
p

�
2

ðjC111i
UDQLhπ0jðudÞRuLjpiij2 þ jC111i

UDUEhπ0jðudÞLuLjpiij2Þ; ð13Þ

Γp→πþν̄i ¼
mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
π

m2
p

�
2

jC111i
UDQLhπþjðduÞRdLjpij2; ð14Þ

Γp→K0eþi
¼ mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
K

m2
p

�
2

ðjC121i
UDQLhK0jðusÞRuLjpiij2 þ jC121i

UDUEhK0jðusÞLuLjpiij2Þ ð15Þ

Γp→Kþν̄i ¼
mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
K

m2
p

�
2

jC121i
UDQLhKþjðusÞRdLjpi þ C112i

UDQLhKþjðudÞRsLjpij2; ð16Þ

Γp→η0eþi
¼ mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
η

m2
p

�
2

ðjC111i
UDQLhη0jðudÞRuLjpiij2 þ jC111i

UDUEhη0jðudÞLuLjpiij2Þ: ð17Þ

where the nucleon matrix elements are taken from the lattice simulation result [35]. For simplicity, we assume
yijQL ¼ yijue ¼ yql, yiΨD ¼ yΨD and μiU ¼ μU in numerical estimates. The proton (partial) lifetime is evaluated as functions
of model parameters as

τp→π0eþ ≃ ð2.4 × 1034 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

2.0 × 1015 GeV

�
4

; ð18Þ

τp→π0μþ ≃ ð1.6 × 1034 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

1.7 × 1015 GeV

�
4

; ð19Þ

τp→πþν̄i ≃ ð3.9 × 1032 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

6.9 × 1014 GeV

�
4

; ð20Þ

τp→K0eþ ≃ ð1.0 × 1033 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

6.0 × 1014 GeV

�
4

; ð21Þ

τp→K0μþ ≃ ð1.6 × 1033 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

6.7 × 1014 GeV

�
4

; ð22Þ

τp→Kþν̄i ≃ ð6.6 × 1033 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

1.2 × 1015 GeV

�
4

; ð23Þ

τp→η0eþ ≃ ð1.0 × 1034 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

1.0 × 1015 GeV

�
4

; ð24Þ

τp→η0μþ ≃ ð4.7 × 1033 yrsÞ ×
�

0.2
μU=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨDj
�

2
�

1

jyqlj
�

2
�

Mξ

8.1 × 1014 GeV

�
4

; ð25Þ

3The typical mass scale of KSVZ quark can be as large as hSi, while a TeV scale mass is possible by assuming the small Yukawa
coupling constant yΨ ≪ 1.
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where τp→Mli ¼ Γ−1
p→Mli

, μU=MΨ characterizes the mixing
between the SM and KSVZ quark. Among the current
experimental bounds [36–42] on the proton decay modes,
we find that p → π0eþ mode gives the strongest constraint
on this model. In the above formula, we normalize the
partial lifetime of the proton by their current lower bound,
e.g., the lower bound for p → π0eþ mode is τp→π0eþ <
2.4 × 1034 yrs [36]. Among all the proton decay con-
straints, p → π0eþ gives a strongest one. If we assume
the order one Yukawa couplings jyΨDj ∼ jyqlj ∼ 1 and the
order one mixing μU=MΨ ∼ 0.2, the proton decay has
already given a very stringent constraint on the new physics
scale Mξ as Mξ ≳ 1015 GeV, which is much larger than
typical PQ scale of 1012–14 GeV. We note that the scale of
direct search of new colored particles at hadron colliders is
only a few TeV, and those of indirect searches through the
flavor changing observables are about 100–1000 TeV by
assuming the order one coupling constants. Therefore, the
proton decay search is the most promising way to explore
this model.
Note that the other type of UV completion is also

possible with more particles. For instance, if we introduce
a QCD antifundamental scalar singlet diquark ζ with Y ¼
þ1=3 together with ξ, then the new Yukawa interaction
uRdRζ� and the source of the mass mixing between the
diquark and the leptoquark, ζ�ξ�S, are allowed. The
corresponding Feynman diagram for this UV completion
is shown in the right of Fig. 3 as an example.
We may add right-handed neutrinos without imposing the

lepton number symmetry in these setup. Since the Majorana
mass term for right-handed neutrinos breaks the continuous
lepton number symmetry explicitly, the baryon number
symmetry is solely identified as PQ symmetry in this case.
Thus, the “Sakharaxion” scenario is realized in a minimal
way, where the Sakharon [43], pNGB from the spontaneous
baryon number violation, is identified as an axion.
Finally, we comment on the axion physics of the models.

The model predictions for the axions are not changed from
the minimal KSVZ model. This feature is common to the
Majoraxion model. The constraints on the axion decay
constant, e.g., from the duration time of neutrinos from the
supernova SN 1987A [44], are applicable without modi-
fication. The possible axion dark matter scenario [45] can
also be combined. Therefore, the model is examined only

through the baryon number violation or the effect of new
particles.

B. Axion models based on ΔðB−LÞ= 2 symmetry
breaking

The d ¼ 7 operators of qqql̄φ violate the baryon and
lepton number as ΔB ¼ −ΔL ¼ 1. which are given by

Ô7 ¼ fuRdRdRL̄H�; dRdRdRL̄H;

dRdRQēRH�; dRQQL̄H�g: ð26Þ

The global BþL symmetry is kept, while the B −L
symmetry is not. The B −L symmetry may be restored
with a complex scalar S as

O8 ¼ S�Ô7: ð27Þ
The baryon and lepton numbers of S are fixed to
be BðSÞ ¼ −LðSÞ ¼ þ1.
As discussed in the previous subsection, the B and L

charges for ΨLðΨRÞ can be fixed by O0
mix. On the other

hand, those for ΨRðΨLÞ is determined by the following B
and L conserving operators,

O0
7 ¼ fΨU

RdRdRL̄H
�; uRΨD

RdRL̄H
�;ΨD

RdRdRL̄H;

ΨD
RdRQēRH�;ΨD

RQQL̄H�g; ð28Þ

where the SM singlet quarks are substituted by ΨR, and

O0
6 ¼ fdRdRΨD

L ēR; dRΨD
LQL̄g; ð29Þ

where QH� is replaced by ΨD
L in Eq. (26). Thus, we obtain

BðΨq
L=RÞ ¼ −2=3 and LðΨq

L=RÞ ¼ þ1 from these connec-
tions. The extensions to higher order operators are
straightforward.
As an example, we give a UV completion of this type of

models by introducing a doublet scalar Ξ with Y ¼ −2=3.
The Ξ transforms as a fundamental representation of QCD,
and the baryon and lepton numbers are assigned to BðΞÞ ¼
þ2=3 and LðΞÞ ¼ −1. The operator of dRΨD

LQL̄ is
decomposed by the following renormalizable interactions

FIG. 3. Diagrams for O7 in a UV complete model.

FIG. 4. Diagrams for O8 in a UV complete model.
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L ¼ −yΨS� ¯ΨDa
L ΨDa

R − y0iDQ̄
a
i HΨDa

R − yiΨQϵabcΞ
aðΨDb

L ÞCQc
i − yijL̄DðΞaÞ�L̄idajR þ H:c: ð30Þ

The global B −L symmetry is imposed as PQ symmetry. This model predicts BþL conserving nucleon decays viaO8 as
shown in Fig. 4. The low energy effective Lagrangian for the nucleon decay is derived as

LΔðB−LÞ¼2
eff ¼ Cijkl

DQL̄DϵabcðdaiLÞCðubjL ¯νkL þ dbjL ¯ekLÞdclR þ H:c: ð31Þ

with

Cijkl
DQL̄D ¼ −

yiD
0�yjΨQy

kl
L̄D

M2
ΞMΨ

vEWffiffiffi
2

p : ð32Þ

whereMΞ denotes the mass of Ξ, and vEW is the Higgs VEVof electroweak symmetry breaking. In this model, no charged
lepton mode of proton decay is induced. Only neutrino modes are available

Γp→πþνi ¼
mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
π

m2
p

�
2

j − C11i1
DQL̄DhπþjðudÞRdLjpij2; ð33Þ

Γp→Kþνi ¼
mp

32π

�
1 −

m2
K

m2
p

�
2

j − C21i1
DQL̄DhKþjðusÞRdLjpi − C11i2

DQL̄DhKþjðudÞRsLjpij2; ð34Þ

where the nucleon matrix elements are determined by the lattice calculation [35]. We assume yijL̄D ¼ yL̄D, y
i
D
0 ¼ y0D,

yiΨQ ¼ yΨQ in the following numerical estimation for simplicity. The partial lifetimes calculated from inverse partial widths
are

τp→πþνi ≃ ð3.9 × 1032 yrsÞ ×
�

10−9

y0DvEWffiffi
2

p =MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨQj
�

2
�

1

jyL̄Dj
�

2
�

MΞ

4.9 × 1010 GeV

�
4

; ð35Þ

τp→Kþνi ≃ ð6.6 × 1033 yrsÞ ×
�

10−9

y0DvEWffiffi
2

p =MΨ

�
2
�

1

jyΨQj
�

2
�

1

jyL̄Dj
�

2
�

MΞ

8.5 × 1010 GeV

�
4

; ð36Þ

where ðy0DvEWffiffi
2

p =MΨÞ characterizes the mixing between the

SM and KSVZ quark. Comparing the experimental bound
of these two proton decay mode, p → Kþν̄ mode gives
about an order of magnitude stronger bound than that on
p → πþν̄ mode. Thus, p → Kþν̄ mode is the most prom-
ising mode to explore this model.
The impact of the Higgs field insertion of the operators

appears in the mixing between the SM and KSVZ quark,
which is strongly suppressed by vEW=MΨ Note that vEW
cannot be taken to be very large unlike the model discussed
in the previous subsection. Even though the proton decay
search has potential to probe high energy scale far beyond
the collider reach if we assume the order one coupling
constants.

C. More axion models

At d ¼ 7, there is a dressed operator LLHHjHj2 with
ΔL ¼ 2. At d ¼ 8, we have ΔB ¼ ΔL ¼ 1 operators [15]

Ô8¼fuRuRQLHcHc;dRdRQLHH;dRQQeRHH;Ô6jHj2g;
ð37Þ

where Ô6 expresses dimension-six BþL violating oper-
ators. These operators can also be used to construct an
axion model. Since the model is controlled by the same
symmetry, O7 ¼ SÔ6 is allowed simultaneously with
O9 ¼ SÔ8. The effects of O7 are dominated in the low
energy phenomena such as nucleon decays.
We can continue the same discussions with d > 8

operators which contain lepton and baryon number viola-
tions. There are many variations of operators, which are
characterized by ΔB and ΔL (see Fig. 1 of [15]). These
operators can also be used to construct a model of axions.
A model for n-n̄ oscillation: At d ¼ 9, there are purely

baryon number violating six-quark operators with ΔB ¼
2ðΔL ¼ 0Þ. Therefore, the model predicts Sakharaxion
without considering the lepton number violation. We here
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construct such a concrete model as an example. In order to
build a model with minimal particle content, a color adjoint
(Majorana) fermionΨ8 is introduced instead of the ordinary
KSVZ quarks Ψ. Then, KSVZ Yukawa interaction is
replaced by

LΨ8
¼ −

1

2
y8S�ðΨA

8LÞCΨA
8L þ H:c: ð38Þ

where A ¼ ð1; 2;…; 8Þ. A model with this Yukawa inter-
action is known as the gluino-axion model [46], where the
quantum charges of Ψ8 are the same as gluino in the
supersymmetric theories. In addition, a QCD color antifun-
damental weak singlet diquark ζ with Y ¼ þ1=3 is

introduced. The baryon number symmetry is assumed as
the PQ symmetry with BðΨ8Þ ¼ þ1, BðζÞ ¼ þ2=3 and
BðSÞ ¼ þ2. The relevant Lagrangian is given by

L ¼ −yijζ ϵabcðζaÞ�ðubiRÞCdcjR − yi8DζaðTAÞab ¯ΨA
8Ld

b
iR þ H:c:

ð39Þ

where ðTAÞab is the generator of SUð3ÞC. This model
predicts ΔB ¼ 2 process such as n-n̄ oscillation as shown
in Fig. 5. The low energy effective Lagrangian for the n-n̄
oscillation is calculated as

LΔB¼2
eff ¼ Cijklmn

UUDDDDT
AAS
½ab�½cd�fefgðuaiRÞCdbjRðuckRÞCddlRðdemRÞCdfnR þ H:c: ð40Þ

with

Cijklmn
UUDDDD ¼ yijζ y

kl
ζ y

m
8Dy

n
8D

12M4
ζM8

; TAAS
½ab�½cd�fefg ¼ ϵabeϵcdf þ ϵabfϵcde; ð41Þ

where Mζ and M8 denote the masses of ζ and Ψ8. Using the result of the neutron-antineutron matrix element [47], the n-n̄
oscillation rate is estimated as

Γnn̄ ¼
10−9 s−1

ð700 TeVÞ−5
����ð−4.2Þ × 1

4
C111111
UUDDDD

����: ð42Þ

Replacing the Wilson coefficient by the model parameters, we found

τnn̄ ¼ Γnn̄
−1 ¼ ð7 × 108 sÞ ×

�
Mζ

400 TeV

�
4
�

M8

400 TeV

��
1

jy11ζ j
�

2
�

1

jy18dj
�

2

: ð43Þ

The current lower limit on neutron-antineutron oscillation is
τnn̄ > 4.7 × 108 s, which is given by Super-Kamiokande
[48]. Assuming the order one Yukawa coupling constants
and the common newparticlemasses, themass is constrained
to be larger than 400 TeV. This process exploresmuch higher

new physics scale than that of LHC direct searches for new
colored particles. Comparably strong bounds of 102–4 TeV
[49] may be obtained from neutral meson mixing, if the
diquark ζ generates tree-level four fermion interactions with

FIG. 5. Diagrams for n-n̄ oscillation in a UV complete model. FIG. 6. Diagrams for dinucleon decay in a UV complete model.
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heavy quarks s, c and b. If the diquark is assumed to
interact only with the first generation quarks, we can
avoid these flavor constraints since severe bounds come
from K, D, and B meson data.4 We also note that the
model only predicts baryon number violations by two
units, and thus no ordinary nucleon decay with ΔB ¼ 1 is
induced.

A model for dinucleon decay: Another interesting
baryon number violating processes are dinucleon decays,
which are induced at d ¼ 12. Together with the QCD
fundamental KSVZ quark ΨU with Y ¼ þ2=3, one may
introduce a leptoquark ξ, a diquark ζ and a tetraquark ω
with Y ¼ −1=3 and LðωÞ ¼ þ2. The Lagrangian relevant
to the dinucleon decay is given by

L ¼ −yΨS ¯ΨUa
L ΨUa

R − μiU
¯ΨUa
L uaiR − ½yijQLðQa

i ÞCðiσ2ÞLj þ yijUEðuaiRÞCejR�ðξaÞ�

− ϵabc½yijQQðQb
i ÞCðiσ2ÞQc

j þ yijUDðubiRÞCdcjR�ðζaÞ� − yiΨDϵabcðΨUa
R ÞCdbiRωc

− λ0ξaξbζaðωbÞ� þ H:c: ð44Þ

We note that BðΨu
RÞ ¼ −5=3. The dinucleon decay is generated by the diagram shown in Fig. 6. The low energy effective

Lagrangian for dinucleon decays is written as

LΔðBþLÞ¼4
eff ¼ CUUUUDDEETAAS

½ab�½cd�fefgðuaRÞCdbRðucRÞCddRðueRÞCufRēCReR þ H:c: ð45Þ

with

CUUUUDDEE ¼ −
λ0μ1Uy

1
ΨDy

11
UDðy11UEÞ2

4M2
ωM2

ζM
4
ξMΨ

; ð46Þ

whereMξ,Mζ, andMω are masses of leptoquark, diquark, and tetraquark, respectively. Let us evaluate the dinucleon decay
rate with this effective interaction. Here, we set the parameters as yQQ ¼ yQL ¼ 0 for simplicity. Following Ref. [51], the
width of the dinucleon decay is

Γpp→eþeþ ≃
ðTeVÞ16

2 × 1026 yrs

�
ρN

0.25 fm−3

��
mN

0.939 GeV

�
2
�

ΛQCD

200 MeV

�
12

jCUUUUDDEEj2: ð47Þ

where mN ¼ ðmp þmnÞ=2 is the mass of nucleon, ρNð∼0.25 fm−3Þ is the average nuclear matter density, and ΛQCD is the
QCD scale parameter. In the present model, we found

τpp→eþeþ ¼ Γ−1
pp→eþeþ ≃ ð5 × 1033 yrsÞ ×

�
Mω

2 TeV

�
4
�

Mζ

2 TeV

�
4
�

Mξ

2 TeV

�
8

×

�
0.2

μ1U=MΨ

�
2
�

1

jλ0j
�

2
�

1

jy11UDj
�

2
�

1

jy11UEj
�

4
�

1

jy1ΨDj
�

2

: ð48Þ

The lower limit of the lifetime of the pp → eþeþ dinucleon
decay mode is τpp→eþeþ > 4.2 × 1033 yrs [52]. Even if we
take order one new coupling constants, the common mass
scale of new particles is about 2 TeV. This scale is almost
the same as the current LHC bound on the colored new
particles. Thus, the forthcoming high luminosity running of
the LHC can help to test this model through the direct
production of new colored particles. In order to avoid the
constraint from the low energy flavor data, a specific flavor

structure of the Yukawa coupling might be required. For
example, if we assume that new colored particles solely
couple the first generation fermions. In this case, effects on
flavor changing decays of μ, τ and mesons, and neutral
meson mixing are forbidden at leading order. We also
comment that no ΔB ¼ 1 proton decay as well as no n-n̄
oscillation are predicted in this model.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

PQ symmetry is often introduced in order to solve strong
CP problem and is sometimes linked to other new physics

4A comprehensive study for the diquark flavor structure is
found, for example, in Ref. [50].
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scenarios such as lepton number violating neutrino masses.
Possible connections between the PQ symmetry and the
baryon number and lepton number symmetries have been
studied in the extensions of KSVZ model. Since the KSVZ
solves the strong CP problem in purely new physics sector,
i.e., new KSVZ quark and a complex scalar, the baryon
number and lepton number of new particles are under-
mined. In order to fix these quantum numbers, we have
used the baryon and lepton number violating higher
dimensional operators in the SM. Combining these oper-
ators with the scalar in the KSVZ model, we have
developed the method to determine the baryon and lepton
number of the new scalar. As a result, variants of the KSVZ
axion model, which predict characteristic baryon number
violations, are constructed. If we combine the scalar with
d ¼ 6ð7Þ BþLðB −LÞ violating operator, the axion
model can also be explored through the nucleon decay
experiment. With d ¼ 9 operator, the n-n̄ oscillation is

generated in the axion model. Since the VEVof the scalar
violates the baryon number only by two units, ΔB ¼ 1
nucleon decay is forbidden in this model. Similarly with
d ¼ 12 operator, the ΔðBþLÞ ¼ 4 dinucleon decay is
predicted while no other baryon number violation is
generated from the lower dimension operators. The exper-
imental search for the baryon number violation are
expected to be upgrade in the near future [53–55], it might
be interesting to consider a diversity of baryon number
violations other than the grand unified theories.
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